Microsurgical anatomy of the dorsal thoracic rootlets and dorsal root entry zones.
For successful DREZ (dorsal root entry zone) surgery, optimal neuroanatomical orientation and precise microsurgical dissection are required. Although cervical, lumbar, and sacral spinal segments have been studied in detail, such information is not available for thoracic segments. The objective of this anatomical study is to comprehensively illustrate the microanatomical features of the thoracic DREZs and their variations. Fifteen formalin-fixed adult cadaveric spinal cords from T1 to T12 were used. The dorsal rootlet numbers, distance between the posteromedial and posterolateral sulcus, length of each DREZ, length of each segment, and mean length of the dorsal rootlets were measured under a surgical microscope. The longest DREZs were observed at the T6, T7, and T8 segments with mean values of 15.3 mm, 15.6 mm, and 15.4 mm, respectively. The longest segment was observed at the T10 segment with a mean value of 21.0 mm, and the shortest segment was observed at the T1 segment with a mean value of 13.5 mm. The highest dorsal rootlet density is at the T1 segment of the spinal cord, can be easily distinguished visually, and may be a useful surgical landmark. The DREZs in T6-7 segments are longest, while these two segments have the least number of rootlets. Because the dorsolateral tract is remarkably narrow and the dorsal horn is exceedingly deep, DREZ surgery at the thoracic level may be difficult and risky for the dorsal column and corticospinal tract. Acquaintance with the microanatomy of the DREZ in the thoracic spinal cord is crucial to DREZ surgery.